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Oxford A Z English Usage
A new edition of the best-selling guide to the English language (previously called The
Oxford School A-Z of English), this unique reference book will answer all the questions
you may have on problematic words, their meaning, use, spelling, pronunciation and
their grammatical functions. Alphabetically ordered for easy reference, it gives guidance
on how to speak and write correctly and effectively, It is approachable and jargon-free,
and makes unambiguous usage recommendations. The Guide contains about 2000
entries of individual words which create problems because of their: a) confusability (eg
accept and except) b) spelling (eg -ize or -ise) c) controversial usage (eg hopefully) d)
controversial pronunciation (egcontroversy) e) choice of inflected forms (eg lighted/lit) f)
disputed collocations (eg different from/to) g) disputed grammatical points (eg the
media is/are) h) cliches (eg basically) l) differences between British and American
English (eg wash up) Also, you can look up general language topics such as sexist
language, racist language, and controversial grammar points.
English: An Essential Grammar is a concise and user-friendly guide to the grammar of
modern English, written specifically for native speakers and based on genuine samples
of contemporary spoken and written English. In the first four chapters, this book covers
the essentials of English grammar, beginning with the basics and going on to deal with
phrase, clause and sentence structure. A fifth chapter deals with English word
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formation and spelling, including problem spellings and British and American spelling
variants. Features include: discussion of points that often cause problems guidance on
sentence building and composition practical spelling guidelines explanation of
grammatical terms a set of exercises at the end of each chapter appendix of irregular
verbs. With numerous language examples bringing grammar to life, this Essential
Grammar will help you read, speak and write English with greater confidence. It is ideal
for everyone who would like to improve their knowledge of English grammar. Gerald
Nelson is Professor in the English Department at The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, and formerly Reader in the Department of English Language and Literature,
University College London, UK.
An Introduction to English Grammar provides a comprehensive overview of all aspects
of English grammar. The first part of the book (‘The Grammar’) provides a step-bystep introduction to the key topics in English grammar. The second part (‘The
Applications’) shows how a grasp of these topics can be helpful in resolving usage
problems, in developing a clear writing style, and in mastering punctuation and spelling.
A whole chapter, ‘English in Use’, is devoted to illustrating the grammatical features of
a wide range of modern text types, including emails, Facebook pages, and ‘tweets’. It
also looks at the special grammatical features of English in everyday conversation.
Each chapter is followed by two sets of exercises. The first set can be used in selfstudy or in the classroom. The second set deals with more advanced topics, and can be
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used for classroom discussion or essay writing. This fourth edition has been fully
revised and updated and includes: clearer descriptions and improved presentation new
material on word structure and word formation new exercises, examples and extracts
updated further reading Assuming no prior knowledge of English grammar, this book is
ideal for beginning students on a one-semester course and provides everything a
student needs on the theory and practice of English usage. A comprehensive Glossary
of grammatical terms is included and a website provides invaluable additional
exercises.
This dictionary contains more than 50,000 up-to-date entries and related phrases and
idioms; words with irregular forms and more than 200 illustrations. Like our other
Bilingual Dictionaries, this has been specially compiled for learners of English,
teachers, translators and general readers. The English base of the dictionary, taken
from the Oxford Students Dictionary, has been adapted for Indian readers.* A wide
range of scientific and technical vocabulary has been included.* Words from current
usage, including Indian English have been added.* Detailed meanings and synonyms in
English and Bengali have been provided.* Words like calorie, camera, dashboard, and
X-ray which do not have equivalent Bengali words have been explained by detailed
definitions. * Many words such as computer, multimedia, software and smart card have
been written out in Bengali to show that such words have now been included in the
language. * The Bengali translation is simple and reflects the current usage of the
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language. * A pronunciation guide using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) along
with their Bengali equivalents is given for help in pronunciation.* A list of suffixes and
prefixes translated in Bengali and a list of all verbs with irregular forms have been
added to the appendix for advanced learners of English.
This volume explores both historical and current issues in English usage guides or style
manuals. Guides of this sort have a long history: while Fowler's Modern English Usage
(1926) is one of the best known, the first English usage guide was published in the UK
in 1770, and the first in the US in 1847. Today, new titles come out nearly every year,
while older works are revised and reissued. Remarkably, however, the kind of usage
problems that have been addressed over the years are very much the same, and
attitudes towards them are slow to change - but they do change. The chapters in this
book look at how and why these guides are compiled, and by whom; what sort of
advice they contain; how they differ from grammars and dictionaries; how attitudes to
usage change; and why institutions such as the BBC need their own style guide. The
volume will appeal not only to researchers and students in sociolinguistics, but also to
general readers with an interest in questions of usage and prescriptivism, language
professionals such as teachers and editors, and language policy makers.
This book is an accessible and authoritative A-Z that provides up-to-date definitions of
over 1,600 current grammatical terms, with hundreds of useful example sentences and
helpful quotations from the scholarly literature. An invaluable guide to all those
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interested in the English language.
Effective Writing Skills for Public Relations is a valuable reference source on the basics
of style and presentation with helpful hints on making the best use of written
communication. It advises on how to write concisely using jargon-free language whilst
avoiding overused words and phrases. There is guidance on policing house style with
emphasis on consistency and advice on punctuation, headlines and captions. As well
as this there are tips on what makes a good press release and how to use effective
design and layout to produce easy to read text. Readers will also find help on public
speaking, pronunciation and the standard writing skills needed in the office. This fourth
edition includes new sections on website content and design, legal issues in websites
and emails, what journalists look for in company websites, meeting the needs of your
target audience, controlling and getting the best out of emails, writing and designing
ezines, setting up online media centres and comparing Video News Releases with Brolls of roughly edited footage. Standard proof correction marks are included together
with a glossary of terms. This is an essential hands-on practical guide for anyone
earning a living through the written or spoken word.
Have you ever wondered why English has more than one word for the same thing?
Why the meat of a sheep is called 'mutton'? Or what 'velcroid' means? If you would like
to find out more about words, but don't know where to begin, then 'Lexis' is for you.
Written in a lively, easy-to-read style it covers: - What we mean by a person's
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vocabulary - How to improve your knowledge and understanding of words - How to get
your message across by using words effectively - How to fit your language to different
social situations - The history of English words - New words and how they are formed The grammar of words Plus a reference section covering: - Word classes - Words that
are commonly confused - Prefixes - Suffixes - Glossary of technical terms - Resources
in print and online John Seely is the author of the best-selling 'Oxford A-Z of Grammar
and Punctuation' and 'The Oxford Guide to Effective Writing and Speaking'.

The New Oxford Dictionary for Writers and Editors is the essential A to Z guide
for everyone who works with words. Drawing on the expertise of the Oxford
Dictionaries department, it provides authoritative advice on those words and
names which raise questions time after time because of spelling, capitalization,
hyphenation, and cultural or historical context. As well as lexical terms, there are
many proper names included: from place names and personal names to names
of institutions, literary references, and books of the Bible. Entries give full
coverage of recommended spellings, variant forms, confusable words,
hyphenation, capitalization, foreign and specialist terms, proper names, and
abbreviations. It is an essential tool for writers, editors, publishers, journalists,
and web editors, and together with New Hart's Rules and the New Oxford
Spelling Dictionary forms the complete editorial reference set.
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The Oxford Guide to Effective Writing & Speaking is the essential guide for
everyone who needs to communicate clearly and effectively. It combines
practical advice on specific writing and speaking tasks with detailed self-help
chapters covering grammar, spelling, and the writing process itself.
This handy guide provides the basic information about grammar and punctuation
that people need on a daily basis. Arranged in an easy-to-use two-colour A-Z
format, the book contains entries for standard grammatical terms and deals with
specific questions of usage such as the difference between 'may' and 'might' or
'that' and 'which'.
How to Develop Your Flow in English is a recently launched book of Sakha
Global Books publication to hold good command over English language. This is
an excellent resource for all students who wish to learn, write and speak English
language from zero level to an advanced level. A perfect English resource for selfstudy, the series follows a guided-learning approach that gives students access
to a full answer key with model answers. Developed by experienced IELTS
tutors, the series takes into account the specific language needs of learners at
this level. A lower-level exam practice book designed to improve the level of
students who plan to take the IELTS test in the future. This book has been
designed to help you learn English in an easy and proper way. This is a clearly
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structured introductory English learning book intended to offer readers an
advanced fluency in both spoken and written English. English pronunciations are
given in easy way helping the readers to understand the complexities of English
pronunciation. A lot of students have studied English for years but still aren’t able
to speak English on an advanced level. They have tried many methods, attending
classes, learning how to pronounce every single word and even getting a private
English tutor to improve their spoken English, yet they still have a hard time
pronouncing English words correctly or feeling too nervous to speak. The Best
Proven Way to Learn and Speak English This book does not just tell you what is
required but also gives details and exercises for success. If you follow the book
and do the exercises, you will quickly see your speaking improve. You will be
given the knowledge and resources, but you must use the methods if you want to
improve your English speaking. This book has been divided into sections and
each section has been further divided into lessons. have been given, wherever
necessary. Also, exercises are given at the end of every lesson for practice and
solutions at the end of the book. Salient Features of the Book: • Self-Sufficient,
Self-Study Book. • Detailed Explanation of English Grammar Topics. • Easy tools
for Written and Spoken English. • Complete Guide to Error-free usage of English
in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language for better understanding. This book
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has been designed to help you learn English in an easy and proper way. This is a
clearly structured introductory English learning book intended to offer readers an
advanced fluency in both spoken and written English. English pronunciations are
given in easy way helping the readers to understand the complexities of English
pronunciation. - Author, Salim Khan Anmol
Fully revised and updated, and now available online and in print.
Until very recently, coherence (unlike cohesion) was widely held to be a 'rather
mystical notion'. However, taking account of new trends representing a
considerable shift in orientation, this volume aims at helping relieve coherence of
its mystifying aura. The general bibliography which concludes the book bears
witness to this intriguing development and the rapidly changing scene in
coherence research. Preceding this comprehensive up-to-date Bibliography on
Coherence are 13 selected papers from the 1997 International Workshop on
Coherence at the University of Augsburg, Germany. They share a number of
theoretical and methodoligical assumptions and reflect a trend in text and
discourse analysis to move away from reducing coherence to a product of
(formally represented) cohesion and/or (semantically established) connectivity.
Instead, they start from a user- and context-oriented interpretive understanding
and rely on authentic data throughout in relating micro-linguistic to macroPage 9/18
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linguistic issues. The first group of papers looks at the (re-)creation of coherence
in, inter alia, reported speech, casual conversation, argumentative writing, news
reports and conference contributions. The second group describes the negotation
of coherence in oral examinations, text summaries and other situations that
require special efforts on the part of the recipient to overcome misunderstandings
and other disturbances. The third group discusses theoretical approaches to the
description of coherence.
This handy guide provides crystal-clear help with writing correctly and
appropriately in everyday situations. Arranged alphabetically, the book contains
concise entries with guidance on individual words and phrases, and longer
entries on broader topics such as overused words, bullet points, and avoiding
sexist language.
??????????????????
In a handy, pocket-sized edition, The Canadian A to Z of Grammar, Spelling, and
Punctuation offers advice on over 1,000 of the most common language errors in a clear
and eye-catching format. The A to Z includes: simple solutions for bad grammar, over
150 writing tips for usage problems, conjugations of over 300 irregular verbs;
explanations on the use of punctuation marks and capitalization with multiple examples;
easy-to-understand definitions and examples for the most important grammar terms;
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and spelling help that no computer spell-checker can provide, including distinguishing
between over 600 easily confused words. Through extensive ongoing research, the
authors, Oxford University Press Canada's Canadian dictionary editors, identify the
most common grammar, spelling, and punctuation problems and provide practical
solutions. Entries are arranged alphabetically for easy lookup. A special feature
focusing on the most commonly misspelled word solves the difficulty of finding a word
for those who don't already know the correct spelling. As a resource at home, at work,
or in school, it will help anyone to use English correctly, confidently, and successfully.
An A-Z of 1,000 English grammatical terms, including current mainstream terminology,
older, traditional and many new, controversial terms plus coverage of wider linguistics
items. Concise definitions are accompanied by more detailed explanations with
examples of usage and many quotations from grammar books. Now available in
paperback this book should be found on the shelves of all those with an interest in the
English language
The basic grammar, punctuation, spelling, and idiomatic phrases of American English
are covered in this witty but concise guide to usage and style in the U.S. version of the
language. Original.
????:Basic English usage
An essential point of reference for anyone wanting to widen their vocabulary, this
dictionary offers more than 140,000 alternative and opposite words as well as
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thousands of real examples of usage from the Oxford English Corpus to help you find
the word you need quickly and easily.
Includes a sequence of tasks designed to help teachers apply to their own classroom
practice the information in the text.
Why literally shouldn't be taken literally. Why Americans think home in on something is
a mistake and Brits think hone in is. Is it OK to spell OK okay? What's wrong with hence
why? Was Alanis Morrisette ever ironic? Fowler's Dictionary of Modern English Usage
is the world-famous guide to English usage, loved and used by writers, editors, and
anyone who values correct English since it first appeared in 1926. Fowler's gives
comprehensive and practical advice on complex points of grammar, syntax,
punctuation, style, and word choice. Now enlarged and completely revised to reflect
English usage in the 21st century, it provides a crystal-clear, authoritative picture of the
English we use, while illuminating scores of usage questions old and new. International
in scope, it gives in-depth coverage of both British and American English usage issues,
with reference also to the English of Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand, and South
Africa. The thousands of authentic examples in the book vividly demonstra
The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar is a straightforward and accessible A-Z
guide to the diverse and often complex terminology of English grammar. It contains
over 1,600 entries with clear and concise definitions, enhanced by numerous example
sentences, as well as relevant quotations from the scholarly literature of the field. This
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second edition is written and edited by Professor Bas Aarts of University College
London, writer of the acclaimed Oxford Modern English Grammar. It has been fully
revised and updated, with particular attention paid to refreshing the example sentences
included within the text. There are over 150 new entries that cover current terminology
which has arisen since the publication of the first edition, and there are also new entries
on the most important English grammars published since the start of the 20th century.
Hundreds of new cross-references enhance the user-friendly nature of the text, and the
list of works cited has been thoroughly updated to reflect the current state of the field. A
short appendix of web links has been added. All in all, this Dictionary is an invaluable
guide to English grammar for all students and teachers of the subject, as well as all
those with an informed interest in the English language.
What is the difference between sympathy and empathy? Is a collaborator the same
thing as a collaborationist? What about contemporary and contemporaneous? Is it
acceptable to say "equally as good"? Should it be demur or demure? Ketchup or
Catchup? Which verb number follows "each"? The complexities of the English language
can be daunting for even the most fluent speakers. Almost anyone engaged in formal
writing - letters, reports, memos, school essays - will sometimes need to consult a
usageguide for advice on matters such as these.
Fowler's Concise Dictionary of Modern English Usage is an invaluable reference work
that offers the best advice on English usage. Known in previous editions as the 'Pocket
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Fowler', this third edition is a descendant of the original 1926 edition of A Dictionary of
Modern English Usage by Henry Fowler. Based on the unrivalled evidence and
research of the Oxford Languages Programme, the new edition answers your most
frequently asked questions about language use. Should you use a split infinitive, or a
preposition at the end of a sentence? Is it infer or imply? Who or whom? What are the
main differences between British and American English? Over 4,000 entries offer clear
recommendations on issues of grammar, pronunciation, spelling, confusable words,
and written style. Real examples are drawn from OUP's vast database of classic and
contemporary literary sources, newspapers and magazines, and the Internet. Jeremy
Butterfield has judiciously revised the text to reflect the English usage practices and con
This accessible and unique approach to grammar comes in two parts: the first section
consists of a practical guide on how to understand and use grammar successfully, and
the second is an extensive A-Z glossary of grammatical terms. Ideal for both language
students and anyone wanting to improve their use of English, it demystifies and
explains these terms, while giving expert advice on how to construct sentences. *
Chapters on sentences and clauses, nouns and pronouns, verbs, clause patterns,
adverbials, multiple sentences, and more * Factboxes and writing tips give examples
and clear explanations of problem topics such as adverb formation and the use of 'I and
me' or 'so and such' * Diagrams break down passages of text, giving clear explanations
on their sentence construction * Glossary terms include conjunction, future perfect
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'tense', interrogative clause, is/are, passive voice, simple aspect, split infinitive,
uncountable noun
Oxford A-Z of English UsageOxford University Press
This book explores the dynamics of language changes from sociolinguistic and
historical linguistic perspectives. With in-depth case studies from all around the world, it
uses diverse approaches across sociolinguistics and historical linguistics to answer
questions such as: How and why do language changes begin?; how do language
changes spread?; and how can they ultimately be explained? Each chapter explores a
different component of language change, including typology, syntax, morphology,
phonology, semantics, lexicology, discourse strategies, diachronic change, synchronic
change, how the deafblind modify sign language, and the accommodation of language
to song. This book presents a comprehensive analysis of the dynamics of language
change over time, simultaneously advancing current research and suggesting new
directions in sociolinguistic and historical linguistic approaches.
Leading researchers shed new light on the history of the standardisation of English.
An A-Z of Effective Vocabulary covers the meaning and usage of 1001 words that you
really do need to know. Whether you need guidance for a letter, job application, essay,
proposal, interview, or presentation, this book can help you choose the words you need
to create the right effect. Each word is defined according to Oxford Dictionaries' latest
research and includes sample sentences of real usage drawn from the Oxford English
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Corpus (the world's largest language databank). The book alsogives examples of
pitfalls to avoid, hints on similar words, and advice on how to express yourself
persuasively. Learn the words that will help you to describe an event, discuss a topic,
speak in an interview, evaluate a point of view and write clearly using this book which
contains essential information for anyone wanting to achieve greater success in any
written or spoken task. This book has been reissued in an attractive new cover to sit
alongside the other titles in this mini-series:the Oxford A-Z of Grammar and
Punctuation, the Oxford Guide to Plain English, the Oxford A-Z of English Usage, and
the Oxford A-Z of Better Spelling.
This dictionary contains more than 25,000 headwords and derivatives along with
related phrases and idioms. Like our other Bilingual Dictionaries, this has been
specially compiled for learners of English, students, professionals and general readers.
* Contains frequently used words from current use.* Provides detailed grammatical
information especially on irregular nouns, verbs and adjectives.* Gives pronunciation in
easy-to-understand format.* Provides variant and alternative spellings.* Gives
pronunciation in an easy-to-understand format.* Provides detailed definitions and
synonyms in Hindi.* Includes numerous examples of usage from authoritative sources
which help to learn how a particular word is used.* Includes useful appendices on
Roman numerals, weights and measures, and chemical elements.

"e;Teksredaksie is 'n baie welkome en uiters nuttige Afrikaanse handboek gemik
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op die byeenbring van die jongste insigte in teksversorging en die opleiding van
taalpraktisyns."e;Hierdie kombinasie van teoretiese besinning en verantwoording
met 'n duidelik gepaardgaande praktykgerigtheid is werklik uniek en behoort
ongetwyfeld die bruikbaarheid van die boek in velerlei opleidingskontekste te
verseker."e;- Prof Anne-Marie Beukes Hoof van Departement Linguistiek en
Literatuurwetenskap, Universiteit van Johannesburg
How many words are there in the English language and where were they born?
Why does spelling 'wobble' and why do meanings change? How do words
behave towards each other - and how do we behave towards words? And what
does this all mean for dictionary-making in the 21st century? This entertaining
book has the up-to-date and authoritative answers to all the key questions about
our language. Using evidence provided by the world's largest language
databank, the Oxford English Corpus, Butterfield exposes the English language's
peculiarities and penchants, its development and difficulties, revealing exactly
how it operates. Interpolating his expert knowledge of dictionary-making,
Butterfield explains how dictionaries decide which words to include, how they find
definitions, and how a Corpus influences the process. Whether you are happy to
give the language free rein (free reign?), or whether you are more straight-laced
(strait-laced?) when it comes to change, you will be amazed at what is revealed
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when the English language goes buck naked. (Or should that be butt naked?)
This dictionary aims to help users to find the most appropriate word to use on a
wide range of occasions. It is designed in particular for students, those writing
reports, letters and speeches, and crossword solvers, but is also useful as a
general word reference. Special features include: an alphabetical A-Z listing;
numbered senses for words with more than one meaning; British and American
variants; and specially marked colloquial uses.
Covers written and spoken British and American English and reviews grammar,
usage, punctuation, and phonetics
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